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INTRODUCTION
The function field F of a Henselian neighborhood of a nonsingular
 .closed point on a curve over Q is a discretely valued rank one Henselian
field whose residue field is a number field k. An example is the field of
 ..formal power series k t . As far as division algebras are concerned, the
situation over F is not much different from the one over k: Just as the
finite F-field extensions are extensions from k with totally ramified
extensions tacked on, the F-division algebras are essentially k-division
algebras with semiramified cyclic algebras attached. The question that
* Research supported in part by NSF Grant DMS-9100148.
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motivates this paper is: How do these modifications affect a division
algebra's subfield structure?
We work in the slightly more general setting where F has a discrete
Henselian valuation of rank one, the residue field k is absolutely stable
 .see below , and the dimensions of the division algebras DrF are prime to
the characteristic of F. Recent results by the author show that there is an
interesting theory of division algebras in this situation when the residue
field is a number field. For example, there exist indecomposable F-division
w x w xalgebras of unequal period and index Br3 , F-noncrossed products Br1 ,
w xF-division algebras that do not embed in F-crossed products Br2 , and
F-crossed products whose Galois maximal subfields all have the same
w xnonabelian group Br1 .
w xIn one application of the results presented here, it is shown in Br3 that
when k is a number field, an F-division algebra D has a semiramified
F-subalgebra if and only if it has a totally ramified subfield, and D has a
decomposable Sylow factor if and only if it has a totally ramified subfield
in a non-semiramified Sylow factor. Equivalently, D has a decomposable
 . Sylow factor if and only if the invariant c D is nontrivial see Defini-
.tion 3.2 .
The study of division algebras over rank one discretely valued fields
began with Hasse's work on local fields. Fundamental results on the
structure of the Brauer group and index computation were obtained by
Witt and Nakayama in the late 1930s.
The much more general theory of division algebras over arbitrary
w xHenselian fields has been developed in many articles, notably JW, PY .
Totally ramified subfields of division algebras in certain special cases have
w xbeen studied in AT1, AT2 . Totally ramified division algebras over
w xHenselian fields have been studied in TW .
The author hereby thanks the referee for suggesting much-needed
revisions in presentation.
 .Results. We show that the isomorphism classes R F of degree nn
tame totally ramified F-field extensions admit a natural simple and transi-
? ?n  .tive group action by k rk , and the classes S D of degree n totallyn
ramified subfields of division algebras DrF are orbits of naturally defined
subgroups. Of course, a given DrF may have no totally ramified subfields
at all, or it may have some, but only of certain degrees. We introduce
 .  .computable invariants c D and c D to help clarify the situation. We are
then in a position to describe the classes of totally ramified subfields of
given DrF en masse.
We apply this machinery to a series of examples. We compute the
subfields and splitting fields of tamely semiramified F-division algebras,
 .and we compute the classes S D for arbitrary DrF when the residuen
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field k is a local field and a number field. In these cases we also prove
 .results concerning the relationships between the S D for various n, andn
 .  .between S D and R F .n n
1. BACKGROUND AND NOTATION
In this paper, an F-division algebra, denoted DrF, is a division ring that
is finite dimensional and central over F. In general, the tensor product of
two F-division algebras is not another F-division algebra, but a central
simple F-algebra. By Wedderburn's famous theorem, every central simple
F-algebra ArF is a matrix algebra over a unique F-division algebra. Write
 .D A for this underlying division algebra.
Call two central simple algebras ArF and BrF similar if their underly-
ing F-division algebras are F-isomorphic, that is, A ; B m
 .  .  .D A ( D B . The Brauer group Br F is the set of these similarity classes,
with multiplication defined by F-tensor product, and identity element the
w x  .  .class of F. Let D stand for the class of D in Br F . If d g Br F , let
 .  .D d denote the unique F-division algebra representing d .
The Brauer group of a ring will be mentioned in passing, but will not be
 .used in any essential way. Recall if R is a commutative ring, Br R is the
set of equivalence classes of central separable R-algebras, with multiplica-
tion defined by R-tensor product.
If L is an F-field extension, let ?L stand for the algebra tensor product
?m L, which extends scalars from F to L. In general, D L is not anF
L-division algebra, but a central simple L-algebra. Let ?L also denote the
 .  .induced map Br F ª Br L on Brauer elements, called the restriction
 . w xhomomorphism. Let Br LrF be its kernel, and say L splits D if D g
 . w xLBr LrF , that is, if D s 0.
Call the smallest degree of all the splitting fields of D the index of D,
 .and denote it by i D . It is the square root of the F-dimension of D. Let
the index of a Brauer element mean the index of the representing division
algebra. Let Dmn denote the division algebra underlying the n-fold tensor
w mn xproduct D m ??? m D. Call the smallest n such that D s 0 the period
 . w xof D, and denote it by o D . This is the order of D in the Brauer group.
 .  .  .  .Always o D ¬ i D , and every prime dividing i D also divides o D .
 .  .Say F is stable if o D s i D for all F-division algebras D, and
absolutely stable if every finite field extension of F is stable. For example,
all prime fields, global fields, and local fields are absolutely stable.
 .Let X F denote the character group consisting of continuous homo-
 .morphisms from the absolute Galois group Gal F rF to QrZ. If x gsep
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 .  :  . < <X F , let K x denote the cyclic field extension of degree x defined
by x . Note that for all n g N,
< <x
 :  : < <F : K nx : K x and nx s .
< <n , x .
 .Let N LrF denote the image of the usual norm map from L to F, and
 .   :?.set N x s N K x .K x :r F
Valued Fields
We will require some facts about discretely valued and Henselian fields.
w xThese can all be found in S, JW , which we defer to as references. The
following is a brief account.
 .A discrete valuation ring DVR over a field k is a k-algebra which is a
 .local principal ideal domain and not a field . Write O rk for a DVR overt
k with maximal ideal t. The quotient field F of O is discretely valued,t
and the sequence
1 ª O ? ª F ?ª Z ª 1t
splits with a choice of uniformizer, e.g., t. Denote the residue field O rt byt
k . Since O contains k, so does k . The residue map inducest
1 ª U t ª O ? ª k ?ª 1,t t
1  1.where U or U denotes the group of principal units. The sequence splitst F
if k ; O . Thus if k is the residue field of O , thent t
? 1 ?  :O ( U = k = t . 1.0.1 .t t
 .If ErF is a finite extension, let e ErF denote the ramification index,
 .and let f ErF denote the residue class degree. Call ErF unramified if
 .e ErF s 1 and the residue extension is separable, and totally ramified
 . w xif e ErF s E : F .
w xA Henselian field Frk is a field that satisfies Hensel's Lemma S, p. 52 .
In this paper all Henselian fields have discrete, rank one valuations. Call
 .such a field discretely Henselian of rank one . All of the Henselian fields in
this paper will contain their residue fields. Thus there is no harm in setting
k equal to the residue field. Then k is algebraically closed in F, and there
is a 1-1 correspondence between finite field extensions lrk and unramified
F w x Ffield extensions LrF, given by l [ l m FrF S, p. 62 . Call l thek
inertial lift of l to F.
Let F be a discretely Henselian field of rank one. If ErF is a finite
 .extension that is tame, i.e., of degree prime-to-char k , then
n
F ’ErF ( k ut rF , 1.0.2 . /E
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F  . F Fwhere k rF is unramified of degree f ErF , u g k , and Erk sE E En
F F’ .  .k ut rk is totally ramified of degree n s e ErF . This holds even ifE E
w xnth roots of unity are not in F Jn, Chap. II, Sect. 5 .
LEMMA 1.1. Suppose O rk is a discretely Henselian ring with residue fieldF
 .k, and n is a number prime-to-char k . Let y : O ª k be the residue map.F
?n ?n 1Then x g O if and only if x g k . Thus the group U of principal units ofF F
O is n-di¨ isible.F
?n ?nProof. Since y is a homomorphism, O : k . For the reverse implica-F
?n  .tion, suppose x g k . Then, since n is prime-to-char k the polynomial
T n y x has a simple root in k, which lifts to a simple root over O , byF
Hensel's Lemma. The second statement follows immediately, since the
1  .image of U in k is an nth power for all n prime-to-char k .F
Brauer Group
Let O be sa DVR over a field k, with residue field k and quotient fieldt
 .F. Let l be a prime not equal to char k , and if G is any abelian group,
 .let G l denote its l-primary part.
w xBy Theorem 3.3 in AB , there is an exact sequence
0 ª Br O l ª Br F l ª X k l ª 0. 1.1.1 .  .  .  .  .  .  .t
Since the Brauer group is abelian, any Brauer element is a sum of its
 .  .l-primary parts, so 1.1.1 yields the structure of the prime-to-char k part
 .  .of Br F . Call this the tame part of Br F . Call a division algebra DrF
 .tame if its index is prime-to-char k .
 . .If k ; F, let k s k . In this situation, there is a homomorphism X k l
 . .ª X F l into the group of unramified characters of F, and a splittingur
 .of 1.1.1 ,
?, t : X k l ª Br F l .  .  .  .  .
1.1.2 .
x ¬ x , t , .
 .where x is identified with its image over F, and x , t is the class of the
  : .cyclic algebra corresponding to the crossed product D K x rF, s , t .x
Thus for all tame DrF,
D ; A m D x , t , 1.1.3 .  .
 .  .where A g Br O is identified with its image in Br F , and x with itst
 .image in X F . Such division algebras are called inertially split.ur
 .The splitting 1.1.2 depends on the choice of uniformizer t. A different
1 ?  .choice s can be decomposed as s s xut with x g U and u g k by 1.0.1 ,F
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 .  .  . 1hence D x , t ; D x , 1rx m D x , s . If F is Henselian, then U isF
< <  .x -divisible by Lemma 1.1, hence D x , 1rx is trivial, and the new
splitting with respect to s is
D ; A m D x , 1ru m D x , s . .  . .
Now suppose F is discretely Henselian of rank one, with valuation ring
O , and residue field k contained in F. By Corollary 2.13 of Chapter 4 inF
w x  .  .  .Mi , Br O ( Br k , and 1.1.2 becomesF
6
0ªBr k l ªBr F l X k l ª 0. 1.1.4 .  .  .  .  .  .  . .? , t
6
;w x  . .This is Witt's Theorem Se, Chap. XII . Now the map X k l ª
 . . w xX F l is an isomorphism S, p. 62 .ur
When F is Henselian, the valuation on F extends uniquely to a
valuation on D, and one obtains in the standard way the same objects for
 w x w x.D as those defined above for valued fields see S, Chap. 3 or JW .
 .Accordingly, if D ; A m D x , t is tame, call the division algebra D [
  :.D A m K x the residue di¨ ision algebra of D. Denote the residue classk
 .  . < <  .index i D by f D . Denote the ramification index x of D by e D .
 .  .  .The index and period of D x , t are both equal to e D . If e D s 1,
 .call D unramified or inertial . The central simple F-algebra A above is
 .  .unramified. If f D s 1, call D semiramified. The division algebra D x , t
is semiramified. All of these names and notations make sense applied to
 .elements of Br F .
With the valuation on D, it is possible to compute index:
Index Formula 1.2. Suppose F is discretely Henselian of rank one, and
DrF is tame. Then
i D s e D f D . .  .  .
w xThis result was proved by Nakamaya in N . Various forms are proved in
w x w xRi, FSS, Br1 . More generally, by Theorem 2 of Mo and Theorem 5.15 of
w xJW , the formula holds whenever there is a discrete valuation on F that
extends to D.
2. TOTALLY RAMIFIED FIELD EXTENSIONS
Let k be a field and let Ork be a ring with a prime t such that the local
ring O rk is a discrete valuation ring, with parameter t. Let F be thet
 .discretely valued quotient field of O . For example, O could be the ringt
of an affine curve over k, and t could be a nonsingular point. In this
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 .section, always assume char k is prime to the degrees of the objects
considered.
The group O ? acts by left multiplication on t. The orbit, of course, is thet
set of all elements ut, where u g O ?. This is precisely the set of uniformiz-t
ers of the principal ideal t.
 .  .Definition 2.1. For all n g N prime-to-char k , let R F denote then
w x  n . ?set of isomorphism classes of extensions F T r T y ut , where u g O .t
n  ?.The polynomial T y ut u g O is irreducible, since ut is not plus ort
w xminus an nth power La, Chap. 8, Theorem 9.1 . Therefore the elements of
 .R F are classes of degree n F-field extensions that are totally ramifiedn
with respect to the discrete prime divisor t. If F is discretely Henselian of
rank one, then every totally ramified extension is a radical extension
 .  .1.0.2 , so then R F is precisely the set of isomorphism classes of totallyn
ramified extensions of F.
n
n’For the rest of this paper, let ut denote a choice of root of T y ut,
n m n
n r m’ ’ ’ .  .such that for all m N n, ut s ut . Write F ut instead of
w x  n .F T r T y ut .
The action of O ? on the uniformizers of t induces an action of O ? ont t
 .R F asn
O ?= R F ª R F .  .t n n
n n’ ’u , F ¨t ¬ F u¨t . 2.1.1 . /  / /
The action is transitive, since each element of O ? has an inverse. Thetn n
? ’ ’ .  .stabilizer consists of those u g O such that F t ( F ut , for allt n n
? ?n ’ ’ .u g F . Claim. This stabilizer is exactly O . For ut g F t if and only iftn n n n n’ ’ ’ ’ ’ .  .  .  .u g F t , which is equivalent to F u : F t . But F u is unrami-
n’ .fied with respect to t , while F t has no nontrivial unramified extensions.
n
?n’ .Therefore F u s F, hence u g O , as claimed.t
Finally, if O is discretely Henselian of rank one, with residue field k,t
then by Lemma 1.1, O ?rO ?n ( k ?rk ?n.t t
We have proved:
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let O rk be a discrete ¨aluation ring with parameter t,t
 .and let n be a number prime-to-char k . Then the action
O ? ;t
= R F ª R F .  .n n?nOt
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 .gi¨ en by 2.1.1 is simple and transiti¨ e. If O is discretely Henselian, witht
residue field k, then O ?rO ?n ( k ?rk ?n, andt t
k ? ;
= R F ª R F .  .n n?nk
n n’ ’w xu , F ¨t ¬ F u¨t /  / /
is a simple transiti¨ e action.
3. EXISTENCE OF TOTALLY RAMIFIED SUBFIELDS
Let F be a discretely valued field that contains its residue field k. Then
 .  .any tame F-division algebra D is similar to A m D x , t , by 1.1.3 . The
 .   ..algebra D x , t by its description as a crossed product below 1.1.2 has
n’ . < <the totally ramified subfield F t , where n s x . As a consequence, D
potentially has totally ramified subfields. We would like to compute these
subfields.
DEFINITION 3.1. Let F be a discretely valued field that contains its
residue field k, and let DrF be a a central simple algebra. For all n g N
 .  .prime-to-char k , let S D denote the set of isomorphism classes ofn n
?’ .  .  .degree n subfields of D D of the form F ut u g O .t
 . w x4When n s 1, S D consists of the single element F . Obviously,n
 .when S D is nonempty there is an inclusionn
i : S D ª R F .  .n n n
n n’ ’F ut ¬ F ut . /  /
 .Suppress this notation whenever possible, and implicitly view every S Dn
 .as a subset of R F .n
 .The computation of S D for D requires a theory of index reductionn
for the Brauer group of F. In general, no such theory exists, and the image
 .  .   ..of Br O in Br F see 1.1.1 is particularly problematic. The situationt
improves if we extend scalars to a Henselian ring containing O . Geometri-t
 .cally, this means we restrict to a formal or Henselian neighborhood of t.
 .  .By 1.1.4 , the theory of index reduction for the Henselian quotient field
reduces to that for k. To compute, it will be enough to then require k to
be absolutely stable. Therefore, from now on, F will be a discretely Henselian
field with uniformizer t and absolutely stable residue field k.
 .To determine the conditions under which S D / B, it is useful ton
 .  .define two invariants, c D and c D .
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DEFINITION 3.2. Let F be a discretely Henselian field of rank one, and
let DrF be a tame central simple algebra.
 . ?i For each u g k , let
n’c D , t s sup n F ut g S D . .  . /u n 5
 .n¬e D
 .In other words, let c D, t be the largest degree of the totally ramifiedun’ .  .subfields F ut of the division algebra underlying D. Call c D, t theu
ceiling number of D for u with respect to t.
 .  .   .4ii Set c D s sup c D, t ; call it the upper ceiling number for D.u u
 .  .   .4iii Set c D s inf c D, t ; call it the lower ceiling number for D.u u
 .  .  .  .Note that a priori c D ¬ e D . For e D is defined using the unique
extension to D of the valuation on F, hence by the multiplicativity of
ramification index on subfields of relatively prime degree, all elements of
 .  .  .D have value dividing e D . We stipulate c D, t ¬ e D in Definition 3.2u
merely for convenience. The following proposition collects the basic facts
about these parameters.
 .PROPOSITION 3.3. Suppose DrF is tame; let D l denote its l-Sylow
 .  .factor. Let R F and S D be as in Definitions 2.1 and 3.1. Thenn n
c D , t s c D l , t , .  . .u u
l
3.3.1 .
c D s c D l , and c D s c D l . .  .  .  . .  . 
l l
Furthermore,
 .  .   . .  .i c D, t s c D m D x , ¨ , t s c D, ¨t .u u¨ u r ¨
 .  .  .  .  .  .ii c D and c D are in¨ariants of D, and c D ¬ c D, t ¬ c D ¬u
 .e D .
n’ .  . w  .x  .iii n ¬ c D, t if and only if F ut g S D .u n
 .  .  .iv n ¬ c D if and only if S D / B.n
 .  .  .  .v n ¬ c D if and only if S D s R F .n n
m n’ ’ .  .  .Proof. For 3.3.1 , the top part, if m ¬ n, then F ut : F ut , since
m n n
n r m’ ’ ’ .  .ut s ut . If F ut is a subfield of D, then its l-power factors are
 .also subfields of D, hence they are subfields of the respective D l , by
 .  .the basic theory. Therefore the left side of 3.3.1 for c D, t divides theu
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right. Conversely, it is easy to show that the composite of the two subfields
m n’ ’ .  .F ut and F ut of relatively prime degree is again a totally ramified
mn’ .subfield of D, isomorphic to F ut . Therefore the right side divides the
left.
  ..   . .By definition each c D l is represented by some c D l , t , so foru
c l .each l there is a totally ramified subfield F u t of degree c [’ l l
c l  ..  .c D l . The composite of the various F u t is a totally ramified’ l
subfield, since their degrees are relatively prime. The degree of the
  ..  .   ..composite is the product of the degrees c D l . Thus c D G c D l .
Suppose the inequality were strict. By definition there would be a totally
 .ramified subfield of degree c D , and for some l its l-primary subexten-
  ..sion would have degree exceeding c D l . Since this subextension is a
 .subfield of D l , this would be a contradiction. Therefore equality holds,
as desired.
 .For c D , a similar argument holds: Take the product of the various
  ..  .   ..c D l , show c D G c D l , and force equality.
 . ?i Let wt, w g k , be another choice of uniformer for F. Clearly
nn’w  .x  . w  .x  .  .’F ut g S D if and only if F urw wt g S D , hence c D, t .n n u
 .s c D, wt by Definition 3.2.u r w
The map sending t to wt defines a k-automorphism on D: If D ; A m
 .   ..   ..D x , t with A unramified, D ¬ D A m D x , wt s D D m D x , w .
n n’ ’ . w  .x w  .xThe induced map on R F is F ut ¬ F uwt . Clearly the choicen
of indeterminate cannot influence the index computation. Therefore
n n’ ’w  .x  . w  .x   ..F ut g S D is equivalent to F uwt g S D m D x , w , andn n
 .   . .c D, t s c D m D x , w , t , by Definition 3.2.u uw
 .  .ii Since c D, t is defined with respect to t, it must be shown thatu
 .  .c D and c D do not depend on the choice of t. Let s be another choice
 . 1 ?of uniformizer. Then by 1.0.1 , s s xwt, where x g U and w g k . ByFn n
1 ’ ’w  .x w  .xLemma 1.1, U is n-divisible, so F s s F wt for all n-prime-to-F
 .  .  .  .  .char k . Therefore, c D, s s c D, wt , and by i , c D, wt su r w u r w u r w
 .   .4   .4c D, t . Thus sup c D, s s sup c D, t , and similarly for inf.u u r w u r w u u
 .  .Therefore, by definition, c D and c D are independent of t, as desired.
 .  .By 3.3.1 , the second part of ii reduces to the prime power case. Then,
 .  .  .  .it is clear from Definition 3.2 that c D ¬ c D, t and c D, t ¬ c D , foru u
 .  .each u. As noted just after Definition 3.2, c D ¬ e D , since the valuation
 .  .  .  .on F extends uniquely to D. Therefore c D ¬ c D, t ¬ c D ¬ e D for allu
u, as desired.
 .  .iii By 3.3.1 , the problem reduces to the prime power case. But if
 .  .n and c D, t are prime powers, it is clear by Definition 3.2 i thatu
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n n c D , t .u’ ’ ’ .  .  .F ut ; D if and only if F ut is contained in F ut , i.e.,
 .n ¬ c D, t .u
 .  .  .  . ?iv By iii , S D / B is equivalent to n ¬ c D, t for some u g k .n u
 .  .  .  .  .  .By ii , c D, t ¬ c D , for all u, and by Definition 3.2 ii , c D s c D, tu u
 .  .for some u. Therefore n ¬ c D, t for some u is equivalent to n ¬ c D .u
 .  .  .  . ?v By Definition 3.2 iii , c D s c D, t for some u g k . If n ¦un’ .  .  .  .  .c D , then F ut is not a subfield of D by iii , hence S D n R F .n n
 .  . ?  .Conversely, if n ¬ c D , then n ¬ c D, t for all u g k , hence S D su n
 .R F by definition.n
The next result is the basic computational tool used in all that follows.
LEMMA 3.4. Let F be discretely Henselian of rank one with absolutely
 .  .stable residue field k. Let D ; A m D x , t rF be tame, as per 1.1.3 , and let
 .S D be the classes of degree n totally ramified subfields of D, as inn
 .   ..Definition 3.1. Suppose n ¬ e D and set d s n, f D . Then for eachn
u g k ?,
n  :K n x’F ut g S D m i A m D x , 1ru s f D . 3.4.1 .  .  .  . . . / n
n
? ?’w  .x  .Suppose F ¨t g S D , for some particular ¨ g k . Then for each u g k ,n
n
?n r dn’F ut g S D m u ' ¨ mod N d k . 3.4.2 .  . . . / n n x
 .Proof. By 3.3.1 , it suffices to assume D has prime-power index. Set
 .  .e s e D and f s f D .
nn ’F  ut .’ .  .  .  .By the basic theory, F ut ; D if and only if i D s 1rn i D .
 . < <  < <.By Index Formula 1.2, i D s ef, so since ern s nx since n ¬ e ' x ,
n’ .F ut ; D if and only if
n
.’F  ut < <i D s nx f. 3.4.3 . .
n n n
n n’ ’ ’ .  .  .  .   . .Over F ut , t s ut ru, so D x , t ; D x , 1ru m D x , ut ;
nn n ’F  ut .’ ’ .  .  .D x , 1ru m D nx , ut . Therefore, over F ut , D ; A m
n’ .  .D x , 1ru m D nx , ut . This expression is inertially split, so Index For-
mula 1.2 applies, yielding
n  :K n x.’F  ut < <i D s nx i A m D x , 1ru . . . .  .
 .   ..Kn x :.This agrees with 3.4.3 if and only if i A m D x , 1ru s f, proving
 .3.4.1 .
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 .Since k is absolutely stable, the right side of 3.4.1 is equivalent to
 :K n xo A m D x , 1ru s f. 3.4.4 .  . . .
n
Kn x :’ .   . .By hypothesis, F ut ; D, so o A m D x , 1r¨ s f. Since
A m D x , 1ru ; A m D x , 1r¨ m D x , ¨ru , .  .  .
 .   .Kn x :.3.4.4 is satisfied if and only if o D x , ¨ru ¬ f. Equivalently,
n
Kn x :’w  .x  .  .F ut g S D if and only if D f x , ¨ru is trivial. By the basicn
 Kn x :. ?theory for cyclic algebras, this is equivalent to ¨ru g N f x l k .
< Kn x : < Kn x :  . Kn x :Since x s n, mx s m, n x for any number m.
Consequently
N f x Kn x : s N d x Kn x : , .  .n
 .and 3.4.2 follows from the following lemma.
< < < <LEMMA 3.5. Let x be a character, and d n x numbers. Thenn
N d x Kn x : l k ?s N d x k ?n r dn . 3.5.1 .  . .n n
Kn x :  Kn x :. ?Proof. If d s n then d x is trivial, hence N d x l k sn n n
? ?n r dn ?  . ?n r dn ?k . On the other hand, k s k , so N d x k s k in this case, andn
?  .we are done. Suppose d / n. If a g k belongs to the left side of 3.5.1 ,n
 .  :  .then D d x , a is split by K nx , hence it is similar to D nx , w for somen
?  .  . .  n r dn.w g k . Thus D nx , w s D nrd d x , w ; D d x , w , hencen n n
 .  n r dn. n r dn   ..D d x , a ; D d x , w . Therefore a ' w mod N d x , i.e., an n n
 . ?n r dn  .g N d x k . This proves the forward inclusion of 3.5.1 . For then
< < < Kn x :reverse, observe that since n x , the character x has order n, hence
< Kn x : < ?n r dn  Kn x :. ?d x s nrd , therefore k : N d x l k by the basicn n n
 .  Kn x :.properties of norms. Also by the basic properties, N d x : N d x .n n
This completes the proof.
 .The following corollary gives a handy way of computing the c D, t ,u
 .  .hence also the invariants c D and c D .
 .COROLLARY 3.6. Let DrF be tame, with D ; A m D x , t . Then
 .  .    ..Kn x :.  .4i c D, t s sup n ¬ i A m D x , 1ru s f D .u n ¬eD .
 .  .   :   ..mfD .4ii c D, t s sup n ¬ K nx splits A m D x , 1ru .u n ¬eD .
 .  .Proof. Part i is immediate from Definition 3.2 and 3.4.1 . Since k is
 .  .absolutely stable and A m D x , 1ru is unramified, ii follows directly
 .from i .
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The next result gives the key facts about the relationship between the
 .  .  .invariants c D , c D , and f D .
THEOREM 3.7. Suppose DrF is tame.
 .  .  .  .  .i f D ¬ c D m f D ¬ c D .
? .  .  .  .  .  .ii If c D ¬ f D , then c D s c D, t s c D for each u g k .u
 .   ..Proof. It is easy to see that f D s  f D l . Therefore it suffices tol
 .  .prove the theorem for D of prime-power index, by 3.3.1 . Set f s f D ,
 .  .c s c D , and c s c D .
 .  .The forward implication of i is immediate from Proposition 3.3 ii .
 .Reverse implication of i . If c s 1, then c s 1, and there is nothing to
prove. Suppose c / 1, so then D has a nontrivial totally ramified subfield
mc
?’ ’ .  .  .F ¨t for some ¨ g k . Proposition 3.3 iii , F ¨t is a subfield for all
m’<  .  .  .m ¬ c. If m f, then m, f s m, and so by 3.4.2 , F ut is a subfield of D
if and only if ur¨ g k ?. Thus all totally ramified extensions are subfields,
 .  .  .i.e., S D s R F , for all m ¬ f. By Proposition 3.3 v , n ¬ c if and only ifm m
 .  . <S D s R F . Therefore f c.n n
m’ .  .ii Suppose c ¬ f. If F ¨t is a subfield of D, then m ¬ c by Proposi-
m’ .  .  .  .tion 3.3 iv , hence m ¬ f. Therefore m, f s m, so by 3.4.2 , F ut is a
subfield of D for all u g k ?, as above. Therefore m ¬ c by Proposition
 .  .  .3.3 v , hence c s c D, t s c by Proposition 3.3 ii .u
 .  .DEFINITION 3.8. If DrF is tame, call it stubbed if c D ¬ f D , and
 .  .stepped if c D ¦ f D .
 .  .Remark 3.8.1. By 3.3.1 , c D is multiplicative on relatively prime
 .factors, and the same is true of f D . Therefore D is stubbed if and only if
 .each Sylow factor D l is stubbed, and stepped if and only if D has a
stepped Sylow factor.
PROPOSITION 3.9. Suppose DrF is tame.
 .  .  .  .i If D is stubbed, then S D s R F for all nonempty S D .n n n
 .  .  .ii If e D ¬ o D , then D is stubbed.
 .  .iii If D has no semiramified Sylow factor and c D s 1, then
 .c D s 1.
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 .  .  .  .Proof. Set f s f D , e s e D , c s c D , and c s c D .
 . <i By Definition 3.8, D is stubbed if and only if c f. By Theorem
 . <  . <3.7 ii , c f implies c s c. By Proposition 3.3 v , n c if and only if
 .  .  . <  .S D s R F , and by Proposition 3.3 iv , n c if and only if S D / B.n n n
 .  .  .Therefore D stubbed implies S D s R F for all nonempty S D .n n n
? .  .ii By Definition 3.2, there exists some u g k such that c D, t s c.u
 .  .  .  .By Proposition 3.3 i , c D, t s c D, ut . Suppose D ; A m D x , ut ,u 1
Kc x : .  .with A unramified. By Proposition 3.6 i , i A s f.
By the basic theory,
Kc x : Kc x : :i A ¬ K c x : F i A s erc i A . .  .  .  .
 .  .  .   .  .4  .If e ¬ o D , then since e s o x , t , o D s lcm o A , o x , t , e ¬ o A .
Kc x : .  .  .  . <Therefore e ¬ i A , hence e ¬ erc i A s erc f. Thus c f, as desired.
 .iii It suffices to prove that when D has prime power index, f / 1
and c s 1 implies c s 1. But if f / 1 and c s 1, then f ¦ c by Theorem
 .3.7 i . Therefore c ¬ f, since everying is of prime power, and by Theorem
 .3.7 ii , c s c s 1.
4. EXACT SEQUENCES AND GROUP ACTIONS
Throughout this section, let F be a discretely Henselian field of rank
one with uniformizer t and absolutely stable residue field k.
Section 3 gave techniques for determining the totally ramified subfields
 .of a given DrF. We will now show that when the set of classes S D ofn
degree n totally ramified subfields is nonempty, it admits a simple transi-
 .tive group action, compatible with the action on R F of Proposition 2.2.n
The advantage of understanding these actions lies in the prospect of
describing the subfields of D as a whole. This topic will be pursued in
sections 6]9.
Recall a pointed set is a set with a distinguished element, and a map of
pointed sets is a set map that sends one distinguished element to the other.
Such a map is said to be injective if only one element is mapped to the
distinguished element, and surjective if it is surjective in the usual sense.
Suppose a pointed set S admits an action by a group G. If H : G is a
normal subgroup, and T : S is the orbit of the distinguished element of S
under H, then the quotient SrT is the pointed set S modulo the equiva-
 4  4lence x ; y m H ? x s H ? y . If the action of G on S is simple and
transitive, then so is the action of H on T and the induced action of GrH
on SrT.
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Say an exact sequence of groups acts on an exact sequence of pointed
sets if each group acts on a corresponding set, and each action is compati-
ble with each other.
w x w x ? ?nLet u denote the class of u in k rk for any n. By Proposition 2.2
? ?n  .there is a simple transitive action of k rk on R F given byn
;w xu : R F ª R F .  .n n
n n’ ’F ¨t ¬ F u¨t . 4.0.1 . /  /
w xThis map has inverse 1ru .
 .THEOREM 4.1. Let DrF be tame, with D ; A m D x , t . Suppose
n
?’w  .x  .   ..  .F ¨t g S D . Then S D m D x , u / B ;u g k , and 4.0.1 in-n n
duces a map
;w xu : S D ª S D m D x , u .  . .n n
n n’ ’F ¨t ¬ F u¨t 4.1.1 . /  /
w x w x   ..  .whose in¨erse is 1ru . Thus 1ru S D m D x , u s S D . Moreo¨er,n n
R Fw x  .1ru ( ı nn 61 ª S D m D x , u R F ª ª 1 4.1.2 .  .  . .n n S D .n
n n’ ’w  .x w  .xis an exact sequence of pointed sets, with F u¨t and F ut distin-
  ..  .guished elements for S D m D x , u and R F , respecti¨ ely. The sequencen n
 .4.1.2 admits a simple transiti¨ e action by the exact sequence of abelian
groups
ı ? ?N k kÃnn
1 ª ª ª ª 1, 4.1.3 .?n ?nk k Nn
 . ?n r dn ?   . .where N [ N d x k : k , d [ f D , n , and ı is induced by theÃn n n n n
? ’ . w  .xnatural inclusion N ¨ k . In particular, S D is the orbit of F ¨t gn n
 .R F under N , and the actionn n
N ;n
= S D ª S D . 4.1.4 .  .  .n n?nk
 .gi¨ en by 4.0.1 is simple and transiti¨ e.
 .   .. ?E¨ery orbit of N in R F is S D m D x , w , for some w g k . That is,n n n
there is a set bijection
;
S D m D x , w ª R F . 4.1.5 .  .  . .@ n n
?wgk rNn
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 .  .   . .Proof. By Proposition 3.3 i , c D, t s c D m D x , u , t . Therefore,¨ u¨n n’ ’ . w  .x  . w  .xby Proposition 3.3 iii , F ¨t g S D if and only if F u¨t gn
  ..  .  .S D m D x , u , and so the action 4.1.1 given by 4.0.1 is well defined.n
w x w x  .Obviously 1ru is an inverse to u , hence 4.1.1 is a bijection.
? ?n  . ?nSince k rk acts simply on R F , so does the subgroup N rk . Byn nn n’ ’w  .x  .  . w  .x  .hypothesis, F ¨t g S D , so by 3.4.2 , F ut g S D if and only ifn nn n’ ’ . w  .x w  .xu ' ¨ mod N , i.e., if and only if F ut and F ¨t are in the samen n’ . w  .xorbit under N . Thus S D is the orbit of F ¨t under N , which provesn n n
 .4.1.4 .
w x w x w xIt is trivial to verify that i( u s u ( i . Both i and 1ru are injective,n n
hence the composition
iw x1ru n6
S D m D x , u S D ª R F .  .  . .n n n
n n’ ’w  .x  . w  .x is injective. Since F ¨t g R F is the image of F u¨t g S D mn n
 .. w xD x , u under 1ru ( i , designating these elements distinguished makesn
w x1ru ( i a map of pointed sets.n
To see that the natural homomorphism i rk ?n ¨ k ?rk ?n is compatibleÃn
w xwith the pointed set map 1ru ( i , it is enough to observe that sincen
w x w x w xw x w xw x w x w xi ( w s w ( i and w 1ru s 1ru w for all w g N , i ( u ( w sn n n n
w x w x w x ?nw ( i ( u , where w is seen as an element of N rk on the left side ofn n
the equality, and as an element of k ?rk ?n on the right.
 .The exact sequence induced by i is trivially 4.1.3 . The cokernelÃn
 .  . w x  .R F rS D of 1ru ( i is defined to be the set R F modulo then n n n
?n w x   ..  . action of N rk on 1ru S D m D x , u s S D . That is, x ; y m Nn n n n
4  4  .  .? x s N ? y , and S D is the distinguished element. Thus 4.1.2 is ann n
exact sequence of pointed sets. The induced action of k ?rN onn
 .  .R F rS D is obviously simple and transitive, and compatible with then n
 .  .others. Hence 4.1.3 acts simply and transitively on 4.1.2 .
n
?’ . w  .x  .Every element of R F has form F w¨t for some w g k , by 1.0.2 .n n n’ ’ . w x  .   .. w  .x w  .xBy 4.1.1 , w : S D ª S D m D x , w sends F ¨t to F w¨t .n n
 .   ..Therefore every element of R F is in S D m D x , w for some w.n n
  ..  . ?Thus the S D m D x , w partition R F , for the various w g k .n n
  ..  .Since the set of orbits S D m D x , w in R F is the cokernel of i ,n n n
 .  .  .and 4.1.3 acts simply and transitively on 4.1.2 , we obtain 4.1.5 .
Functoriality
Every totally ramified extension of degree n has a unique totally
ramified subextension of degree m. This follows from the observation that
the totally ramified extension obtained by adjoining a primitive nth root of
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unity to F is cyclic of degree n. Therefore, define a set map
f : R F ª R F .  .n , m n m
n m’ ’F ut ¬ F ut . 4.1.6 . /  /
i’w  .x  .Let F ¨t be a distinguished element in R F for each i. Then sincein m’ ’w  .x w  .xf sends F ¨t to F ¨t , it is a map of pointed sets. It is alwaysn, m m’w  .x  .surjective, since every element F ut g R F has an extensionmn’w  .x  .F ut g R F . It might not be injective, as will be indicated in Re-n
 .marks 4.2.5 iii .
If lrk is a finite extension of fields, F lrF is a finite unramified
n
l l’w x  .extension of degree l : k , hence F ut rF is totally ramified of degree
n. Therefore define the base extension map
b lr k : R F ª R F l .  .n n
n n
l’ ’F ut ¬ F ut . 4.1.7 . /  /
This is also a map of pointed sets.
Both maps obviously commute with each other and with the action of k ?
 .in 4.0.1 . That is,
f ( b lr k s b lr k (f ,n , m n , m
l r k lr k 4.1.8 .w x w x w x w xu (f s f ( u , and u ( b s b ( u .n , m n , m
i’w  .x  .PROPOSITION 4.2. Let F ¨t be a distinguished element of R F fori
all i. Suppose m ¬ n, and lrk is a finite extension. Let f and b lr k be asn, mn
lr k ’ .  .  . w  .x  .in 4.1.6 and 4.1.7 . Then Ker f ( b s F u¨t g R F ¬ u gn, m n
?m ?4l l k , and the exact sequence of pointed sets
f ( b lr kn , m l61 ª Ker ª R F R F ª Coker ª 1 .  .n m
n m
l’ ’F ¨t ¬ F ¨t 4.2.1 . /  /
admits a simple transiti¨ e action by the exact sequence of abelian groups
?m ? ? Ã Ã lr k ? ?l l k k l lf ( bn , m 61 ª ª ª ª 1,
?n ?n ?m ? ?mk k l k l
Ãlr k ? ?n ? ?n Ã ? ?n ? ?mwhere b : k rk ª l rl and f : l rl ª l rl are the natural homo-n, m
morphisms.
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n
l ’ .  . w  .x  .Let DrF be tame, such that S D , S D / B. Let F ¨t g S Dn m nm
l l ?’w  .x  .  .and F wt g S D be distinguished elements w g l . Supposem
 l.  .f D s f D . Then
w x lr k lwr¨ (f ( b S D : S D , .  . .n , m n m
and the resulting exact sequence of pointed sets
1 ª Ker ª S D ª S Dl ª Coker ª 1 .  .n m
n m
l 4.2.3 .’ ’F ¨t ¬ F wt /  /
admits a simple transiti¨ e action by the exact sequence of abelian groups
l ?m l N N N l N ln n m m
1 ª ª ª ª ª 1, 4.2.4 .?n ?n ?m ?mk k l l Nn
 . ?n r dn l  l. ?m r dm   . .where N [ N d x k , N [ N d x l , and d [ f D , in n m m i
 .i s m, n .
lr k  .Proof. Set f s f and b s b . To see that Ker f ( b is as given,n, m n m
? l’ ’w  .x w  .xwe must show that for all u g k , f ( b F u¨t s F ¨t if and only
n m
?m l l’ ’w  .x w  .xif u g l . By definition, f ( b F u¨t s F u¨t . By Proposition
m
? ?m l l ’ . w  .x2.2, l rl acts simply and transitively on R F , so F u¨t smm
l ?m ?m’w  .x  .F ¨t if and only if u¨ ' ¨ mod l , i.e., u g l . Thus the kernel is
 .as given, and 4.2.1 is exact.
Ã Ã Ã ÃSince f and b are the natural maps, to show f ( b is compatible with
w x w x ?f ( b it suffices to observe that u (f ( b s f ( b ( u for all u g k . This
follows easily from the definitions of f, b , and the action of u, as
 .  .remarked in 4.1.8 . It is trivial to check that 4.2.2 is the exact sequence
Ã Ãfor f ( b.
By Proposition 2.2, k ?rk ?n and l ?rl?m act simply and transitively on
l Ã Ã .  .R F and R F , respectively, and by the above, f ( b is the map thatn m
makes these actions compatible with f ( b. The induced action of
Ã Ã Ã Ã .   ..  .   ..Ker f ( b resp. Coker f ( b on Ker f ( b resp. Coker f ( b is
 .formally simple and transitive. Therefore 4.2.2 acts simply and transi-
 .tively on 4.2.1 .
w x   ..  l.To show that wr¨ (f ( b S D : S D , we must shown m
n m
l l’ ’w xF ut g S D « wr¨ F ut g S D . .  . /  /n m
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mm
l l l’w xw  .x w  .x  .’By the definitions, wr¨ F ut s F wr¨ ut g S D if and . m
m
l l .  .’only if F wr¨ ut ; D D . Therefore we must show that .
mn
l l’ ’F ut ; D « F wr¨ ut ; D D . .  . /  /
n m
l l’ ’w  .x  . w  .x  .By hypothesis, F ¨t g S D and F wt g S D . Therefore byn mmn
l l’ .  .  .  .’Lemma 3.4, F ut ; D m u ' ¨ mod N and F wr¨ ut ; D D .n
 .  l . lm wr¨ u ' w mod N . Note that N is the right group for Lemma 3.4m m
 l.  .since by hypothesis f D s f D . Therefore it is enough to show that
 .  l .u ' ¨ mod N implies u ' ¨ mod N . This is equivalent to showingn m
l  K  n x :. ? lN : N . By Lemma 3.5, N s N d x l k and N sn m n n m
 Km x l:. ?N d x l l . Clearly it suffices to showm
N d x Kn x : : N d x Km x l: . .  .n m
The following assumes knowledge of the elementary properties of norms.
 :  :  Kn x :.  Km x :.Since m ¬ n, K nx : K mx , and so N x : N x . There-
 Kn x :.  Km x :.   . K i x ::fore N d x : N d x , since K f D x is just then m
 K i x ::   . w  :  :x.  .subextension of K x of index f D , K x : K ix i s m, n .
 Km x :.Finally, since the norm commutes with extension of scalars, N d xm
 Km x l:. w x  .: N d x , as desired. Therefore the map wr¨ (f ( b of 4.2.3 ism
well defined.
Ã ÃAs usual, to show the homomorphism f ( b is compatible with
w x ? w x w xwr¨ (f ( b , it is enough to observe that for all u g k , u ? wr¨ (f (
w x w x w x  ?m.b s wr¨ (f ( b ( u , where u is the class of u mod l on the left,
 ?n.and the class of u mod k on the right. As before, this is immediate from
 .the definitions. Again, it is trivial to check that 4.2.4 is the exact sequence
Ã Ã ?n<for f ( b .N r kn
?n l ?m  .The groups N rk and N rl act simply and transitively on S Dn m n
 l. land S D by Theorem 4.1. Again, N is the right group here sincem m
l Ã Ã .  . w xf D s f D . Since f ( b is compatible with wr¨ (f ( b , the induced
 .  .actions by the kernel and cokernel in 4.2.4 are formally compatible as
 .  .well. Therefore 4.2.4 acts simply and transitively on 4.2.3 .
 .  .  l.Remarks 4.2.5. i If i D s i D , then we may take w s ¨ in this
n n
l’ ’ .  .proposition. For since F ¨t ; D, scalar extension of D to F ¨t
 l.  .lowers the index of D by at least n, and since i D s i D , it lowers it by
n
l l’ .  .exactly n. This implies F ¨t ; D D by the basic theory, hence
m
l l’w  .x  .F ¨t g S D , and we may use this as the distinguished element inm
 .  .  l.  .  l.4.2.3 . Note that since f D s f D is assumed, i D s i D is equiva-
 .  l.  :lent to e D s e D by Index Formula 1.2, i.e., l l K x s k.
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 . <  . < l .ii If n f D , then d s n, and since m n, d m s m. Thereforen
? l ?  .  .N s k and N s l , and the sequences 4.2.3 and 4.2.4 are reduced ton m
 .  .  .  .  l.  l.4.2.1 and 4.2.2 . In particular, R F s S D and R F s S D .n n m m
 . lr k  .iii If l s k then f ( b s f , and by 4.2.2 , this map is alwaysn, m n, m
surjective, and injective if and only if k ?mrk ?n is trivial. It is not hard to
show that if k s Q, then f fails to be injective for all n / m.n, m
 l.  .COROLLARY 4.3. Suppose f D s f D , and assume the notation and
hypotheses of Proposition 4.2. Then the exact diagram of pointed sets
R F .i nn 61 ª S D R F ª ª 1 .  .n n S D .n
r x r x r x 4.3.1 .1 2 3
lR Fw x  .¨rw ( i mml l61 ª S D R F ª ª 1 .  .m m lw x¨rw S D .m
is commutati¨ e, and admits a simple transiti¨ e action by the exact diagram
N k ? k ?iÃn n 61 ª ª ª 1
?n ?nk k Nn
r x r x r xÃ Ã Ã 4.3.2 .1 2 3
l ? ?N l liÃm m 61 ª ª ª 1
?m ?m ll l Nm
w x l r k <  . l r kwhere r s wr¨ (f ( b as in 4.2.3 , r s f ( b , and rS D .1 n, m 2 n, m 3n
is the induced map, and r , r , and r are the natural homomorphisms.Ã Ã Ã1 2 3
Hence there is an exact sequence of pointed sets
1ªKer r ª Ker r ª Ker r .  .  .1 2 3
ª Coker r ª Coker r ª Coker r ª 1 4.3.3 .  .  .  .1 2 3
which admits a simple transiti¨ e action by the exact sequence
N l l ?m l ?m l k ? N l l k ?n m
1ª ª ª
?n ?nk k Nn
N l l ? l ?mª ª ª ª 1. 4.3.4 .?m ? ?m l ?N l k l N kn m
 .Proof. The top row of 4.3.1 is exact, and admits a simple transitive
 .action by the top row of 4.3.2 by Theorem 4.1. The exact same reasoning
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applies to the bottom rows, with a couple of observations. The composition
m
l l’w x w  .x  .¨rw ( i sends the distinguished element F wt g S D to them mm
l l’w  .x  .  .distinguished element F ¨t g R F . Therefore the bottom of 4.3.1m
 l.  . l ?mis an exact sequence of pointed sets. Since f D s f D , N rl is them
 .  l.group of 4.1.4 that acts simply and transitively on S D .m
 .To show that the diagram 4.3.1 commutes, it suffices to show that
w x¨rw ( i ( r s r ( i . The righthand square is induced, hence itsm 1 2 n n’w  .x  .commutativity follows formally. By hypothesis, F ¨t g S D , sonn m m
l l’ ’ ’w x w  .x. w xw xw  .x w  .x¨rw ( i ( r F ¨ t s ¨rw wr¨ F ¨ t s F ¨ t , andm 1n m
l’ ’w  .x. w  .x  .r ( i F ¨t s F ¨t . Therefore 4.3.1 commutes.2 n
 .  .It is trivial to check that 4.3.2 commutes. To show that 4.3.2 acts
 .simply and transitively on 4.3.1 , it remains to show that the actions of
each row commute with the downward arrows. Since the homomorphisms
 .of 4.3.2 are natural, this follows immediately from the observation that
the actions of all u g k ? and w g l ? commute with all of the maps i , i ,n m
lr k  .f , and b in 4.3.1 .n, m
 .It is easy to check that just as the groups in 4.3.3 are the kernels and
 .  .cokernels of the maps in 4.3.1 , the groups in 4.3.4 are the kernels and
 .  .  .cokernels of the maps in 4.3.2 . The diagrams 4.3.3 and 4.3.4 then
 .  . w xresult from 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 by the Snake Lemma Re, p. 30 . The actions
 .  .are induced from those of 4.3.2 on 4.3.1 , so they are formally simple,
transitive, and compatible with each other.
w x lr k < lr kRemark 4.3.5. Recall r s wr¨ (f ( b , r s f ( b ,S D .1 n, m 2 n, mn
and r is the induced map. By referring to the various definitions, it is3
 .easy to see that the sets of 4.3.3 have the following interpretations:
m
l ’ .  .  . w  .xi Ker r is the set of elements in S D that map to F wt1 n
 l.g S D .m
 .  .  .ii Coker r is the set of orbits conjugate to the image of S D in1 n
 l. ?m ?m ?nS D , which itself is in orbit under the image N l rl of N rk inm n n
l ?m  .N rl . Thus Coker r gives a measure of the degree m totally ramifiedm 1
 l.subfields of D D that do not ``come from'' subextensions of degree n
totally ramified subfields of D.
m
l ’ .  .  . w  .xiii Ker r is the set of elements in R F that map to F wt2 n
 l.g R F .m
 .  .  .iv Coker r is the set of orbits conjugate to the image of R F2 n
 l. ? l?m ?m ? ?nin R F , which itself is in orbit under the image k rl of k rk inm
? ?m  .l rl . Thus Coker r gives a measure of the degree m totally ramified2
extensions of F l that do not ``come from'' subextensions of degree n
totally ramified extensions of F.
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 .  .   .. ?nv Ker r is the set of orbits S D m D x , w of N rk that3 n n
 l. l ?mmap to the single orbit S D of N rl . Thus it gives a measure of them m
totally ramified extensions of F that are not subfields of DrF which
 l. lbecome subfields of D D rF .
 .  .vi Coker r is the set of orbits conjugate to the image in3
 l. w x  l.  .  .R F r ¨rw S D of R F rS D , which is itself in orbit under them m n n
l ? l ? ? l  .image N k rN of k rN in l rN . Thus Coker r gives a measure of them m n m 3
 l  l ..  ?.  l.failure of every orbit S D m D x , u u g l in R F to be in them m
  ..image of some S D m D x , w . Thus if this set is nontrivial, there existn
?   l ..u g l such that D D m D x , u contains degree m totally ramified
subfields, but none come from degree n extensions of F.
Cohomological Interpretation
We would like to sketch how the simply acting groups of Theorem 4.1,
Proposition 4.2, and Corollary 4.3 arise naturally in Galois cohomology.
Assume the above set-up: Let DrF be tame with character x , and set
 .  .   . .  :?f s f D , e s e D , and d s f D , n . View K d x as the set of fixedn n
 .   : .?points under Gal k rk of the regular representation K d x m ksep n k sep
 .  :?  :?¨ GL k . View K nx as a subgroup of K d x . Let N denoteer d sep n sepn
 :  :the norm map from K d x m k to K nx m k , and let N denoten k sep k sep
 :its restiction to K d x . Thus N is the usual norm attached to then
character d x Kn x :.n
The following diagram is commutative and exact.
 :?K d xprd nn ?? 6  :k K d x ª ª 1n ?dnk
4.3.6 .n x N x N x
? :K nxpri ?? 6  :1 ª k K nx ª ª 1.
?k
The two arrows from the upper left corner are exponentiation by n and
d , and the map i is the natural inclusion. The two maps pr are then
natural projections. By the Snake Lemma and the definition of the Galois
cohomology groups, there corresponds an exact sequence
dn N
1 ª m k ª Ker N ª Ker N ª .  .  .n
 :?K nx 4.3.7 .1 1H k , m k ª H k , Ker N ª ª 1. .  . .  .n sep sep ?k
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1 ? .  4By Hilbert 90, H k, k s 1 , sosep
k ?
1H k , m k ( . . .n sep ?nk
 .By Theorem 4.1, this group acts simply and transitively on the set R F ofn
classes of totally ramified extensions of F of degree n. Also by Hilbert 90,
 :?K nx
1H k , Ker N ( . . .sep Kn x :N d x .n
By the basic theorem on relative Brauer groups of cyclic extensions, the
character d x Kn x : defines an isomorphismn
 :?K nx ;  :  :ª Br K d rK nx .n xKn x :N d x .n
w x Kn x :u ¬ d x , u . .n
 .Thus the choice of a character x given by DrF , and numbers n and
d lead to a naturally defined mapn
1  :  :r : H k , m k ª Br K d x rK nx . . .n sep n
w x Kn x :u ¬ d x , u . .n
 .It is possible to realize the set R F as twisted forms of the totallynn’ .ramified extension F t with respect to the extension F m k rF, and insep
1  ..this way derive an alternative proof that the action of H k, m k onn sep
 .  .  .R F is simple and transitive. By 4.3.6 , Ker N consists of the elementsn
 :? ?  .of K d x whose norm is in k . Therefore by 4.3.7 ,n
N d x Kn x : l k ? k ? .n
Ker r ( : . . ?n ?nk k
By Lemma 3.5, this is none other than the group of Theorem 4.1 that acts
simply and transitively on the classes of degree n totally ramified subfields
 .S D of D.n
Applications
Let F be a discretely Henselian field of rank one, with absolutely stable
residue field k. In this section we apply the machinery developed above to
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special situations. In particular, we treat
the general case
DrF semiramified,
k absolutely stable,
k a local field, and
k a number field.
5. SUBFIELDS AND SPLITTING FIELDS, GENERAL CASE
Let LrF be a finite extension of fields, with residue extension k rk,L
and let DrF be a division algebra with unramified character x and
 .residue division algebra D. Recall 1.0.2
m
F ’L ( k ut , /L
n
F F F F F’ .where k is unramified, u g k , and Lrk s k ut rk is totallyL L L L L
ramified of degree m.
The following are well known criteria for D to contain or be split by
LrF. Say an extension ErF splits a character c if c E is trivial, i.e.,
 :K c : E.
m’ .PROPOSITION 5.1. Let DrF be tame, and let L s F ut , as abo¨e.
 . F  k FL .i L ; D if and only if k ; D and L ; D D .L
F K x : F .ii k ; D if and only if k ; D .L L
 . F  .iii L splits D if and only if k splits both mx and A m D x , 1ru .L
 . F Fiv k splits D if and only if k splits both x and A.L L
 .  .By i and ii , the analysis of the subfields of DrF separates into
analyses of the totally ramified subfields of D and the subfields of D. By
the above, the totally ramified subfields are well understood, up to deter-
 .  .mination of the invariants c D and c D . The analysis of the subfields of
k-division algebras, of course, may be a mystery.
6. SUBFIELDS AND SPLITTING FIELDS,
SEMIRAMIFIED CASE
When DrF is semiramified, a good description of all subfields and
 .splitting fields is possible. By definition D is semiramified if f D s 1.
Call D nicely semiramified if it is semiramified, has both unramified and
totally ramified maximal subfields, and the latter is a composite of radical
extensions.
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PROPOSITION 6.1. Let DrF be tame, with character x of order n. Then
the following are equi¨ alent:
 .i D is semiramified.
 .ii D is nicely semiramified.
 .  . ?iii D s D x , ¨t , ¨ g k .
n
?’ .  .iv D has a totally ramified maximal subfield F ¨t , ¨ g k .
Proof. A much more general statement is proved as Theorem 4.4
w xin JW .
 .Let D ; A m D x , t be the splitting with respect to t. By definition, D
 :   : .is semiramified if and only if K x splits A, i.e., A g Br K x rF .
 . ?  .  .Hence A ; D x , ¨ for some ¨ g k , and then D ; D x , ¨ m D x , t ;
 .  .  .D x , ¨t . This shows i m iii .
n’ :  .  .Clearly both K x rF and F ¨t rF are maximal subfields of D x , ¨t ,
 .  .  .  .hence iii « ii . Since nicely semiramified is semiramified, ii « i .
n’ .If D has a totally ramified maximal subfield F ¨t , then since D ;
n’ .  .  .  .A m D x , 1r¨ m D x , ¨t and F ¨t clearly splits D x , ¨t , it must also
 . w xsplit A m D x , 1r¨ . But by, e.g., Lemma 1 of Br1 , totally ramified scalar
extension does not reduce the index of any nontrivial unramified division
n’ .  .  .algebra, hence if F ¨t splits A m D x , 1r¨ then A m D x , 1r¨ must
 .  .  .  .already be trivial, i.e., A ; D x , ¨ . Thus D ; D x , ¨t , and iv « iii .
The converse is trivial, so this completes the proof.
It is now possible to assemble a complete list of subfields:
 .PROPOSITION 6.2. Suppose D is tamely semiramified. Set D s D x , ¨t ,
?  .¨ g k , as per Proposition 6.1 iii . Then the classes of subfields of D of degree
  ..d di¨ iding e D and ramification index m are
m’ :K nx ut , / 5
 .  :  Kn x :.  :?m.where n s me D rd, u g K nx , and u ' ¨ mod N x K nx .
 .Proof. By Proposition 5.1 i , L is a subfield of D of degree d if and
mFF k F FL ’ .  .  .only if k ; D and L ; D D . By 1.0.2 , L ( k ut for some u g k .L L L
 .  .In the following, identify x g X F with its preimage in X k .ur
F k L .  :By Proposition 5.1 ii , k ; D if and only if K x ; D. Since D isL
 :semiramified, D is trivial, so this is equivalent to k : K x . Therefore,L
 :  .k s K nx , for some n dividing e D .L
 . Kn x :  Kn x : .Since D s D x , ¨t , D ; D x , ¨t , by the basic theory. Since
m
Kn x : Kn x :’ .   ..  .n ¬ e D , i D x , ¨t s n, hence by Proposition 6.1, F ¨t is a
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 Kn x : .subfield of D x , ¨t for all m ¬ n. Therefore by Lemma 3.4, the totally
m’ : .  :ramified extension L s K nx ut rK nx of degree m is a subfield of
 Kn x :.   Kn x :.  :?m.D D if and only if u ' ¨ mod N x K nx and m ¬ n.
w F xThe degree d of LrF is m k : F , and since n is defined by k sL L
 : w F x  .   . .   . .K nx , k : F s e D rn. Thus d s m e D rn , and n s m e D rd .L
This completes the proof.
For splitting fields, the result is:
 .PROPOSITION 6.3. Let DrF be tamely semiramified, with D s D x , ¨t ,
as abo¨e. Let LrF be an extension. Then the splitting fields of D are
m
F ’k ut , / 5L
 : F F   k LF ..where K mx : k , u g k , and u ' ¨ mod N x .L L
m
F ’ .  .  .Proof. Set L s k ut , as per 1.0.2 . By Proposition 5.1 iii , L splitsL
F  . FD if and only if k splits both mx and D x , ¨ru . This is equivalent to kL L
 :   k LF ..contains K mx and u ' ¨ mod N x .
Remark 5.4.1. If LrF is totally ramified in Proposition 6.3, then
F   ..k s F, and L splits D if and only if u ' ¨ mod N x . Since D containsL
< <x’ .the maximal subfield F ¨t , this is equivalent to L contains a maximal
 .subfield of D, by 3.4.2 .
 .The next result uses the simple transitive action defined above on S Dn
 .and R F to show that when D is semiramified, every totally ramifiedn
subfield is contained in a totally ramified maximal subfield.
PROPOSITION 6.4. Suppose DrF is tamely semiramified, of index n. Let
 .  .  .f : R F ª R F be the subextension map of 4.1.6 . Then the naturaln, m n m
exact sequence
N x k ?n l k ?m k ?m N x k ?m .  .
1 ª ª ª ª 1, 6.4.1
?n ?n ?nk k N x k .
acts simply and transiti¨ ely on
<1 ª Ker f ª Ker f ª Ker f ª 1, 6.4.2 . .  .S D .n , m n , m n , mn
where f is the induced map. In particular,n, m
<Coker f s Coker f s Coker f s 1. . .  .S D .n , m n , m n , mn
Thus e¨ery totally ramified subfield of D is contained in a totally ramified
maximal subfield of D.
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 .  . w xProof. By Proposition 6.1 iv , S D / B. The map wr¨ (n n
l r k ’< < w  .xf ( b of Corollary 4.3 is f here. For clearly F ¨t gS D . S D .n, m n, mn nm’ . w  .x  .S D implies F ¨t g S D , so we may set w s ¨ in Proposition 4.2,n m
hence here also. Therefore Corollary 4.3 applies directly here, with l s k.
  . .Since DrF is semiramified, d [ f D , i s 1 for all i, and the groupsi
l  . ?n  . ?m ?n ?mN and N of Corollary 4.3 become N x k and N x k . Since k : kn m
for all m ¬ n, N k ?m s N .n m
<It is now trivial to check that the cokernels of f , f , and fS D .n, m n, m n, mn
 .  .  .  .are trivial, hence that 4.3.4 and 4.3.3 reduce to 6.4.1 and 6.4.2 .
 .  .By Remark 4.3.5 ii , when l s k, Coker f is trivial if and only ifn, m
every totally ramified subfield of D is contained in a totally ramified
maximal subfield of D. This completes the proof.
7. F ABSOLUTELY STABLE
Let F be a rank one discretely Henselian field that is absolutely stable.
It follows that the residue field k is absolutely stable, by the index-preserv-
 .  .ing injection of Br k into Br F .
PROPOSITION 7.1. Suppose F is an absolutely stable discretely Henselian
field of rank one. Let DrF be tame. Then the following are equi¨ alent:
 .  .  .i D is stepped, i.e., c D ¦ f D .
 .ii D has a semiramified Sylow factor.
 .  .iii S D / B for some n / 1.n
 .  .  .iv o D s e D / 1.
Proof. By Remark 3.8.1, D is stepped if and only if it has a stepped
Sylow factor, therefore it suffices to prove the proposition for D of
prime-power index.
 .  .  .  .Suppose D ; A m D x , t . By Index Formula 1.2, i D s e D f D , and
 .  .   .  .4by 1.1.4 , o D s lcm e D , o A . Since F is absolutely stable, these are
equal.
 .  .  .  .  .  .Suppose o D s e D / 1. Then e D G o A , so i D s o D requires
 .  . f D s 1, i.e., D is semiramified. By Proposition 6.1 iv , D has a nontriv-
.  .ial totally ramified maximal subfield, so S D / B for some n / 1, andn
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .c D s i D s e D . Since f D s 1 - c D , c D ¦ f C , and D is
 .  .  .  .stepped. This shows iv implies i , ii , and iii .
 .  .  .  .  .  .If e D s 1, trivially i , ii , and iii do not hold. If o D / e D , then
 .  .  .  .  .  . < <e D - o A , and e D f D s o A . Since e D s x , this is equivalent to
w  : x  K x :.  .  :  .K x : F i A s o A , which is equivalent to K x ; D A , since
 :  .k is absolutely stable. By the basic theory, K x ; D A if and only if
 Km x :.  . < < <  .i A s mf D for all m x . By 3.4.1 , this means no totally rami-
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 .  .  .fied subfields, hence S D s B for all n / 1, and c D s c D s 1.n
< <  .  :  .Since x - o A , K x cannot split A, so f D / 1, and D is not
 .  .  .semiramified. Moreover, c D ¬ f D , so D is trivially stubbed, not stepped.
 .  .  .This shows i , ii , or iii , finishing the proof.
8. RESIDUE FIELD A q-ADIC FIELD
We assume some knowledge of local class field theory, which can be
w xfound in Se .
Let k be a q-adic field, that is, a local field of characteristic 0 withq
residue field k of characteristic q. There is a decompositionq
?  : dk ( p = m = Z , 8.0.1 .q r q
where p is a uniformizer of k , m is the group of roots of unity of k , andq r q
w x w xd s k : Q Se, Chap. XIV., Sect. 4 . By the existence theorem in localq q
class field theory, the abelian extensions E rk of degree m are in 1-1q q
correspondence with the subgroups H : k ? of index m. Morever,q
< ? ?m < d?¨qm.k rk s m ? m , r ? q , 8.0.2 .  .q q
By Proposition 2.2, there are this many classes of totally ramified exten-
sions of degree m.
The basic index reduction formula in local class field theory states that if
l rk is a finite extension and A is a k -division algebra, thenq q q q
i A .qlqi A s . 8.0.3 . .q i A , l : k . .q q q
The subscript q will be attached to all of the usual notation to indicate
that the base is k , not k. Thus F is a discretely Henselian field withq q
residue field k .q
 .THEOREM 8.1. Suppose D ; A m D x , t rF . Thenq q q q
 .  .  .   . < <.i f D s i A r i A , x .q q q q
 .  .  .   .  .4ii F is absolutely stable, and i D s o D s lcm e D , i A .q q q q q
 .  .iii If m ¬ e D , thenq
i A m D x , 1rum  . .q q’F ut g S D m f D s . .  . /q m q q
< <i A m D x , 1ru , mx . . /q q q
 .  .  .   ..iv c D , t s i D ri A m D x , 1ru .u q q q q
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 .  K x q:.  .  .Proof. By definition, f D s i A , so i follows by 8.0.3 . Sinceq q
 .  .  .i D s e D f D by Index Formula 1.2, this yieldsq q q
e D i A .  .q q
i D s , .q e D , i A .  . .q q
  .  .4which is easily seen to be lcm e D , i A . This is also the period,q q
 .  .since A and D x , t are in different direct summands in 1.1.4 . Thisq q
 .proves ii .
m
Km x :q’ .  .  .   .. .By 3.4.1 , F ut g S D if and only if i A m D x , 1ruq m q q q
 .  .  .s f D . By i and 5.6.3 , this is equivalent toq
i A m D x , 1ru . .q q
f D s . .q
< <i A m D x , 1ru , mx . . /q q q
 .This gives iii .
 .To compute c D , t it is necessary to determine the largest m suchu q
 .  .that iii holds. First assume that i D is a prime-power. Then the greatestq
   .. < <.common divisor i A m D x , 1ru , mx is equal to the smaller of theq q q
 .two, hence the criterion in iii becomes
i A m D x , 1ru . .q q
f D s max 1, . 8.1.1 . .q  5< <mxq
 . < <  .  .Since m ¬ e D , mx s e D rm. Plugging this into 8.1.1 and solvingq q q
 .  .   ..  .for m, obtain m s e D f D ri A m D x , 1ru , which yields iv byq q q q
 .  .Index Formula 1.2. When i D is not a prime power, c D , t is theq u q
  . .  .product of the c D l , t , taken over the various primes, by 3.3.1 . Sinceu q
 .index is multiplicative on relatively prime factors, this gives iv .
 .Remark 8.1.2. By iv , there is an ``alternate'' index formula
i D s c D , t i A m D x , 1ru . .  .  . .q u q q q
Applying Index Formula 1.2, we obtain
c D , t e D .  .u q qs .
f D i A m D x , 1ru .  . .q q q
 .  .  .In Theorem 9.1 ii it will be shown that the ratio c D , t rf D obeys au q q
kind of Hasse principle.
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COROLLARY 8.2. The following are equi¨ alent.
 .i D rF has totally ramified subfields.q q
 .ii D rF has a semiramified Sylow factor.q q
 .iii D rF is stepped.q q
Proof. By Remark 3.8.1, D rF is stepped if and only if it has aq q
stepped Sylow factor. Therefore, since F is absolutely stable by Theoremq
7.1, this is immediate from Proposition 8.1.
By Corollary 8.2, the only interesting case to consider is D semirami-q
fied.
PROPOSITION 8.3. Suppose D rF is semiramified, of index n. For eachq q
 .  .m ¬ n, consider S D an orbit in R F , as in Theorem 4.1. Thenm q m q
R F : S D s m , .  .m q m q
 . ?and c D , t takes all ¨alues di¨ iding n, for ¨arious u g k .u q q
 .  .  .Proof. By 8.0.2 and 4.0.1 , all of the R F are finite. Since D isn q q
 .  .semiramified, c D s n by Proposition 6.1 iv . Since a subextension of aq
 .subfield is still a subfield, S D / B for all m ¬ n. By Theorem 4.1, them q
 .  .quotient set R F rS D is well defined, and admits a simple transitivem q m q
?  . ?m  . w  .  .xaction by k rN x k . Therefore by 4.1.3 , R F : S Dq q q m q m q
w ?  . ?m x  .s k : N x k . Using 8.0.1 and the existence theorem in local classq q q
w ?  . ?m xfield theory, compute k : N x k s m. This proves the first statement.q q q
 .By Corollary 4.3, for all m ¬ m9 ¬ n, the subextension map f : R Fm9, m m9 q
 .  .  .ª R F induces a map r on R F rS D . By Proposition 6.4,m q 3 m9 q m9 q
 .Coker r is trivial, and so there is a sequence3
rR F R F .  .3m9 q m q
1 ª Ker r ª ª ª 1. .3 S D S D .  .m9 q m q
<  .  . < <  .  . <By the first statement, R F rS D s m and R F rS D s m9,m q m q m9 q m9 q
<  . <therefore Ker r s m9rm.3
 .  .  .By Remark 4.3 v , Ker r is a measure of the elements of R F that3 m9 q
 .map into S D via the subextension map. In particular, if it is nontrivial,m q
m9’w  .x  .  .then there exist elements F ut g R F _ S D such thatq m9 q m9 q
m mm9’ ’ ’w  .x  .  .  .F ut g S D and for all such u, F ut o D , but F ut ; D .q m q q q q q
<  . <Since Ker r s m9rm, K is nontrivial for all m9 ¬ n strictly greater than3
 .m. Therefore, by definition of c , there exist u such that c D , t s m.u u q
We next examine the relationship between the sets of totally ramified
 .subfields S D of a given D rF for various m.m q q q
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PROPOSITION 8.4. Suppose D rF is semiramified, of index n. Then forq q
 .  .all m ¬ n, f : S D ª S D is surjecti¨ e, and it is injecti¨ e if and onlyn, m n q m q
 .  .  .  .if ¨ m s ¨ n and n, r s m, r , where r is the number of roots of unityq q
in k .q
 . < ? ?n <  .Proof. By 8.0.2 , k rk is finite for all n, therefore R F , andq q n q
 .hence S D , is a finite set for all n by Proposition 2.2. By Propositionn q
 .6.4, Coker f is trivial, so f is surjective. Also by Proposition 6.4,n, m n, m
 .  ?m  . ?n. ?n  4Ker f is trivial if and only if k l N x k rk s 1 . Since n sn, m q q q q
 . < < ?n  .i D s x , k : N x , so this is equivalent toq q q q
k ?m l N x .q q  4s 1 , 8.4.1 .?nkq
?n ?m  . ?m ?m  . ?ni.e., k s k l N x . Since k contains k l N x and k , this isq q q q q q q
equivalent to
k ?m k ?mq qs . 8.4.2 .?n ?mk k l N x .q q q
?n  . ?n ?m ?n  . ?mSince k : N x and k : k , k : N x l k , so there is a naturalq q q q q q q
 .projection from the left side to the right. Therefore 8.4.2 holds if and
 .only if the cardinalities on each side are the same. By 8.0.2 ,
?m d¨ n.qk n n , r q .q s ,
?n d¨ m.qk m m , r q .q
where d is a constant. On the other hand, by the existence theorem in
?  .local class field theory, k rN x is cyclic of order n, and it is not hard toq q
show that
?mk nq s .
?mN x l k m .q q
 . d¨qn.  . d¨qm.Therefore f is injective if and only if n, r q s m, r q , i.e.,n, m
 .  .  .  .n, r s m, r and ¨ n s ¨ m .q q
w xThe main theorem in AT2 is that if F is Henselian with algebraically
closed residue field, then all finite extensions that split DrF contain a
 .totally ramified maximal subfield of D. Compare this with the next
result, which proves existence of semiramified F -division algebras withq
splitting fields not containing any subfields.
PROPOSITION 8.5. Suppose D rF is semiramified of index n a power of q.q q
Then there exists an extension l rk of degree q such that the base extensionq q
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lq r k q  .  lq .  .map b : S D ª S D of 4.1.7 is not surjecti¨ e. Thus D has an q n q q
splitting field of degree qn that contains no subfield of D .q
 .Proof. Supress the subscript q in this proof. Let D s D x , t , and view
 .  .x as an element of X k . Let lrk be a not necessarily Galois extension
 : lof degree q, disjoint from K x . By Proposition 6.2, F is not a subfield
of D. If the cokernel of b l r k is nontrivial, then there is a totally ramified
 l.maximal subfield of D D that is not a subfield of D. By the basic theory,
its composition with F l will split D, and at the same time will contain no
subfield of D. To prove the proposition it remains to prove the first
statement.
l r k Ãlr k .  .By Corollary 4.3, Coker b is nontrivial if and only if Coker b s
 l.  . ?n  l.  . ?nN x rN x l is nontrivial, i.e., N x / N x l .
 .By 8.0.1 ,
?  : d ?  : dqk ( p = m = Z and l ( t = m = Z ,r k . q r  l . q
?  .  .where t is a uniformizer of l and r k and r l are the number of roots of
unity in k and l, respectively. Using these isomorphisms, obtain
 . ? ? dqy1.a l = k = Z ,q
 . ? ?n  ? dqy1.. ? dqy1.b k l l k = Z ( k = nZ , andq q
 .  . ?n  ? dqy1..  . dqy1.c N x l l k = Z ( N x = nZ .q q
Since n is a power of q,
? dqy1. ? dqy1.k = Z : k = nZ s nd q y 1 , .q q
and by the existence theorem,
? dqy1. dqy1.k = nZ : N x = nZ s n. .q q
 .  .  . 2  . < w ?  . ?n xTherefore, by a , b , and c , n d q y 1 l : N x l . On the other
w ?  l.x  l.hand, by the existence theorem, l : N x s n. Therefore N x s
 . ?n 2  .  l.  . ?nN x l if and only if n d q y 1 s n. Since n / 1, N x / N x l ,
proving the proposition.
9. RESIDUE FIELD A NUMBER FIELD
In this section, we assume knowledge of the basic theory of the Brauer
w xgroup over a number field, as in Re, Chap. 32 .
Let F be discretely Henselian of rank one, with residue field k a
number field. It is easy to show that k is absolutely stable, but F is not:
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Define a k-division algebra A of index some n using local invariants, then
 :find a cyclic extension K x of degree n that is ``disjoint'' from A. Then
 . 2A m D x , t rF has index n and period n.F
 .  .Suppose D ; A m D x , t rF, where A is unramified. Let Loc. A
denote the set of primes of k at which A is nontrivial. Then D is
 .described completely by the local Hasse invariants of A and the local
 .  .orders of x . The invariants f D and e D are then computed easily. The
 .  .  .next result shows how to compute c D, t , c D , and c D as well.u
THEOREM 9.1. Let k be a number field, and l a prime of Q. Suppose
 . ?D ; A m D x , t rF has l-power index. For each u g k , set
 .mf DuT D , t s Loc. A m D x , 1ru . .  . . .
Then
u .  .  .  .  .i T D, t s B m c D, t s c D s e D .u
 . u .ii If T D, t / B, then
f D e D .  .q
c D , t s gcd .u  5u i A m D x , 1ru . . .T D , t q q
f D c D , t .  .u qs gcd . 5f Du  . . qT D , t
 .iii The following are equi¨ alent
 .A D is stubbed.
 .  .  . ? u .  .B e D N F D , or ;ugk , 'qgT D, t such that f D /1q
 .  .  . ? u .C e D N f D , or 'u g k and q g T D, t such that
 .f D / 1.q
 .iv The following are equi¨ alent
 .a D is stepped.
 .  .  .  .b e D ¦ f D s c D .
 .  .  .  .c c D s e D ¦ f D .
 .  .  .  .v c D, t ¨aries o¨er all l-power ¨alues from c D to c D .u
 .  .  .  .  .Proof. Let f s f D , e s e D , c s c D , c s c D , c s c D, t , andu u
u u .  .  .T s T D, t . If q is a prime, set f s f D , and e s e D . Identifyq q q q
 .the unramified character x with its preimage in X k , and the unramified
algebra A with a corresponding algebra Ark.
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By definition, T u consists of the set of primes q such that A mq
 . uD x , 1ru has period greater than f. Thus since k is absolutely stable, Tq
  ..is empty if and only if i A m D x , 1ru ¬ f, which by Corollary 3.6 is
 .equivalent to c s c s e. This proves i .u
 .By Corollary 3.6, c is the largest l-power n dividing e such thatu
  ..Kn x :.i A m D x , 1ru s f. Since k is absolutely stable, this is the
 :   ..mflargest n such that K nx splits A m D x , 1ru . By definition, the
  ..mf ulocus of A m D x , 1ru is T , so by the local-global splitting principle,
 :   ..mfc is the largest n such that K nx splits A m D x , 1ru , for allu q q q
q g T u.
  ..mf uSince A m D x , 1ru is nontrivial for all q g T ,q q
1mf
o A m D x , 1ru s o A m D x , 1ru . .  . .  .q q q q / f
 :   ..mfTherefore since K c x splits A m D x , 1ru , and k is absolutelyu q q q q
stable,
< <i A m D x , 1ru f c x . . .q q u q
u < <  :For all q g T , c ¬ x : For otherwise, K c x s k , and then sinceu q u q q
  ..mf  :A m D x , 1ru is nontrivial, it would not be split by K c x . Thusq q u q
< <xq
i A m D x , 1ru f . . .q q cu
Therefore
< <f xq
c .u i A m D x , 1ru . .q q
By definition again, c is the largest number such that this formula holdsu
for all q g T u. In other words, c is the greatest common divisor of all ofu
 < <.   ..the f x ri A m D x , 1ru . This gives the first half of the formula inq q q
 .  .ii . The second half follows immediately by the computation of c D , tu q
 .in Theorem 8.1 iv .
 .  .  . < <  .Proof of iii C « A . If e f, then c f by Proposition 3.3 ii , and D is
stubbed by Definition 3.8. Therefore suppose e ¦ f, and there exists some
? u  .u g k and q g T such that f / 1. By Theorem 8.1 i , f / 1 is equiva-q q
  .. < <  .lent to i A m D x , 1ru ¦ x , hence by ii , f ¦ c . Therefore byq q q u
 . <Proposition 3.3 ii , f ¦ c, hence f ¦ c by Theorem 3.7. Therefore c f, since
both are l-powers, and by Definition 3.8, D is stubbed.
 .  .  .  . <  .  .C m B . Obviously B « C , and if e f in C , then B is implied. By
 .  .  .the proof of C « A , if C holds and e ¦ f, then f ¦ c, and since c ¬ cu
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 . ?for all u by Proposition 3.3 ii , f ¦ c for all u g k . Since e ¦ f,u
u .  .e ¦ c, so by i , T / B for all u. Thus each c is computed by ii . Butu
 . u < < by ii , f ¦ c implies there exists some q g T such that x ri A mu q q
 ..   .. < <D x , 1ru - 1, i.e., i A m D x , 1ru ¦ x . For this q , f / 1, andq q q q q
 .  .since this holds for all u, C « B .
 .  .  .  .The proof of A « C , iv , and v will come after the following
lemma.
 .  .LEMMA 9.2. In the situation of Theorem 9.1, suppose f D ¬ e D , and
?  . u .there exists some u g k such that f D s 1 for all q g T D, t . Thenq
 .  .  .  .  .c D s f D , c D s e D , and c D, t ¨aries o¨er all l-power ¨alues inu
between.
Proof. Fix the u of the hypothesis, and use the abbreviations men-
tioned at the beginning of the proof of Theorem 9.1.
u  :By definition, f s 1 for all q g T means that K x splits Aq q q
 ..whenever A m D x , 1ru has period, hence index, not divisible by f. Ofq q
 :  .course, K x then also splits A m D x , 1ru .q q q
u  .  .For all q g T , let B s A m D x , 1ru . Then i B ¬ f, by the defini-q q q q
u  .  .tion of T , so f ?  inf q B ' 0 mod Z . By Hasse's Theorem,q
B g Br k is global m inv B ' 0 mod Z , .  . . [ q t q
u utT T
 .where by ``is global'' mean there is an element of Br k whose image at
w x w xeach q is B , and whose image at all other primes is trivial. Thus  Bq q
may not be global. To fix this, observe that by Cebotarev's Density
< <Theorem, there are infinitely many primes p such that x s e. Choosep
among such p not in T u to define B of index equal to f such thatp
 .  .  .  .inv B q inv B ' 0 mod Z . This is possible since f  inv B ' 0q p q
<and f e. Then by Hasse's Theorem
B q B q p
 :is global. By construction, it is split by K x , has index f, and is the
 . uopposite algebra of A m D x , 1ru at each q g T .
Again use Cebotarev's Density Theorem to select two new primes q1
< <   ..and q such that x s e and i A m D x , 1ru s 1 for each i. Let2 q q qi i i
B and B be local algebras with opposite invariants, and indexq q1 2
i B s f n , 9.2.1 . .q i
where n g N and n ¬ erf.
w xNow consider  B , where the sum is taken over all primes mentionedr
u  u.above, i.e., all q g T , the p not in T , and q and q . It is global by1 2
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construction, so there exists a Brk representing this sum. Since every Br
has index dividing f except the q ,i
i B s i B s f n. .  .q i
 :  :  .Since each B is split by K x , B is split by K x , hence B s D x , wr r
for some w. Thus
A m D x , 1ru m B8 ; A m D x , 1ruw . .  .
  ..Now for r / q , i A m D x , 1ruw ¬ f, and since A is trivial at the q ,i r r i
  ..  .i A m D x , 1ruw s i B s f n. Therefore,q q qi i i
i A m D x , 1ruw s f n. 9.2.2 .  . .
< <Moreover, since x s e,q i
< <xq iern x s ern x s s n , 9.2.3 .  .  .q i ern
 .so by the index reduction formula 8.0.3 ,
 . :K ern x q i Ker n.x :q ii A m D x , 1ruw s i B s f n rn s f. . . .  .q q q /i i i
Therefore
 . :K ern xi A m D x , 1ruw s f. 9.2.4 .  . . .
 .  .  . :   ..By 9.2.2 , 9.2.3 , and the basic theory, K ern x ; D A m D x , 1ruw .
 .The number n can be anything dividing erf. If n s 1, then 9.2.4
  ..becomes i A m D x , 1ruw s f, and by Corollary 3.6, c s ern s e.uw
< w  . :  . :x  . :If l n, then K ern x : K l ern x s l , and since K ern x ;
  ..   ..K l er n.x :.D A m D x , 1ruw , i A m A x , 1ruw s l f by the basic
theory. Therefore ern is the largest number dividing n such that i A m
 ..Ker n.x :.D x , 1ruw s f. By Corollary 3.6, c s ern.uw
We have shown that c s ern in any case, and that with this construc-uw
 .  .tion c assumes all values between f for n s erf and e for n s 1 . Thisuw
finishes the proof of Lemma 9.2.
Continuation of Proof of Theorem 9.1
 .  .  .  .Proof of iii A « C . Suppose D is stubbed. If C is false then
e ¦ f, and there exists some u g k ? such that f s 1 for all q g T u. Thusq
the hypotheses of Lemma 9.2 are satisfied, and the conclusion is c s f and
 .c s e. But since D is stubbed, this implies f s e, by Theorem 3.7 ii ,
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 .whereas since C is false, e ¦ f, a contradiction. This completes the proof
 .of iii .
 .  .Proof of iv . If D is stopped, then by iii , e ¦ f, and the hypotheses of
 .  .Lemma 9.2 are satisfied. Therefore c s e ¦ f and f s c, hence a « b
 .  .  .and a « c . Conversely, if c s e ¦ f as in c , then in particular c ¦ f,
 .  .and D is stepped by definition. Therefore c « a . It remains to prove
 .  .b « c .
u .  .If e ¦ f s c and c / e, then i implies T / B for all u. By ii , the
  .. uhypothesis f s c implies e ri A m D x , 1ru G 1 for all q g T , henceq q q
f s 1 for all q g T u and u g k ?. Thus again the hypotheses of Lemma 9.2q
are satisfied, and so c s e ¦ f, a contradiction. This completes the proof of
 .iv .
 .  .Proof of v . If D is stubbed, then by Theorem 3.7 ii , c s c, and the
statement is trivial. If D is stepped, then the hypotheses of Lemma 9.2 are
 .satisfied, and thus v holds in any case.
w xRemark 9.2.5. In Sch, Proposition 2.6 , Schacher presented a criterion
for determining the subfields of any k-division algebra. Therefore by
Proposition 5.1, Theorem 9.1, and Schacher's criterion one can in principle
determine all subfields of any F-division algebra, given the Hasse invari-
ants of some unramified part A and the orders of x on the ramification
locus of A.
PROPOSITION 9.3. Let k be a number field. Suppose DrF has l-power
< <  .index. Let m / n be numbers with m n c D . Then the following are
equi¨ alent:
 .i E¨ery totally ramified subfield of D of degree m is contained in one
of degree n.
 .  .  .ii The subextension map f : S D ª S D is surjecti¨ e.n, m n m
 .  .  .iii D is semiramified or S D s R F .n n
 .  .  .iv f D s 1 or n ¬ f D .
 .  .  .Proof. i m ii . This is Remark 4.3.5 ii .
 .  .  .iv « iii . By definition, f D s 1 implies D is semiramified. By hy-
 .  .  .pothesis, n ¬ c D , so S D / B by Proposition 3.3. If n ¬ f D , thenn
 .  .  .R F s S D by Remark 4.2.5 ii .n n
 .  .  .ii m iv . By Proposition 4.2, Coker f is trivial if and only ifn, m
?m  . ?m r dm ?mN rN k is trivial, where here N s N d x k , N k sm n m m n
 . ?m , n r dn.   . . < <N d x k , and d s f D , i for i s m, n. Since m n, d d ,n i m n
 .  .  .hence N d x : N d x . Therefore Coker f is trivial if and only ifm n n, m
k ?m r dm ' k ?m , n r dn. mod N d x . 9.3.1 .  . .n
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 . < < < <Note that always mrd ¬ m, nrd , since m n, and since n x , bothm n
< <numbers divide d x .n
 . < < < <Claim 1. Let c g X k be any character, and suppose a b c . Then
?a ?b   ..k ' k mod N c if and only if a s b.
The reverse implication is trivial. To prove the forward implication, it
?  .suffices to show that the group k rN c has a cyclic direct summand of
< < < < < <any given order dividing c . For then if a - b, then since a b c , the
ath power of a generator of a cyclic summand of order b will be an ath
  .. ?a ?bpower but not a bth power mod N c . Thus this will prove k k k
  ..mod N c .
?  .   : .   : .It is well known that k rN c ( Br K c rk , where Br K c rk is
?  .the relative Brauer group. That k rN c has a cyclic direct summand of
< < w xany given order dividing c then follows directly from Theorem 2 of FKS ,
which gives the group structure for the relative Brauer group of an
extension of number fields. This proves Claim 1.
 .  .Conclude from Claim 1 and 9.3.1 that Coker f is trivial if and onlyn, m
 .  .  .if mrd s m, nrd . Now ii « iv follows from the following:m n
 .Claim 2. mrd s m, nrd if and only if D is semiramified orm n
 .  .n ¬ f D . By clearing denominators, obtain d m s d d m, n , i.e.,n m n
n , f m s m , f n , f m , n , .  .  . .
 .where f [ f D . ``Multiplying out'' these greatest common divisor sym-
bols, obtain
 4  2 2 2 4gcd nm, f m s gcd nm , f m , mn, f nm, f m , f n .
Since necessarily f m - f m2, nm - nm2, f m - f nm, and f m - f n, it is
<easy to see that this equality holds if and only if n f, in which case both
sides equal nm, or f s 1, in which case both sides equal f 2 m. This proves
Claim 2.
 .  .  .iii « iv . D semiramified implies f D s 1 by definition. By Corollary
 .  . ?  . ?n r dn4.3, S D s R F is equivalent to k s N s N d x k . Writingn n n n
?  . ? ?  . ?n r dnk s N d x k makes it obvious that k s N d x k is equivalent ton n
 .nrd s 1, by Claim 1. Since nrd s 1 is equivalent to n ¬ f D , thisn n
completes the proof.
Remark 9.3.2. Of course, every totally ramified subfield of D is con-
tained in some maximal subfield of D. By this proposition, every totally
 .ramified subfield is contained in a totally ramified subfield of degree c D
only in the ``trivial'' cases when D is semiramified or D is stubbed.
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u .PROPOSITION 9.4. Let k be a number field. Let T D, t be as defined in
 .Theorem 5.12, and suppose DrF has l-power index l a prime . Then
 .  .  .i DrF is stepped if and only if both e D ¦ f D and D is steppedq
u .;q g T D, t .
 . u .  .ii Suppose DrF is semiramified. If T D, t s B, then c D, t su
 . u .e D . If T D, t / B, then
c D , t s gcd c D , t . .  4 .u u q
u .T D , t
 .  .  .Proof. By Theorem 9.1 iii , D is stepped if and only if e D ¦ f D and
 . u .  . ?f D s 1 for all q g T D, t , for some hence all u g k . By Corollaryq
 .  . u .8.2, f D s 1 if and only if D is stepped. This proves i , if T D, t isq q
u .  .  .  .not empty. If T D, t is empty, then c D, t s e D by Proposition 6.5 i ,u
 .  .  .  .hence by the condition e D ¦ f D , c D, t ¦ f D , hence D is steppedu
 .by definition. This proves i .
u .  .  .  .  .By Theorem 9.1 i , T D, t s B if and only if c D, t s c D s e D .u
 .This proves the first part of ii . If DrF is semiramified, then obviously
 .  .D rF is semiramified at all q. Plugging f D s 1 and f D s 1 into theq q q
 .formula of Theorem 9.1 ii completes the proof.
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